
4mm grey color decorative mirror China manufacturer

Brief of 4mm grey  mirror
4mm grey mirror is also named as 4mm thick smoke mirror, produced with 4mm grey tinted float glass,
through a processing work by coating a silver film, a copper film, and two layers of waterproof paints on
the surface of glass.

Features:
Optional thickness: 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, etc.
Optional size:1220*915mm, 1830*1220mm, 1830*2440mm, 2140*3300mm, etc. And customized size is
accepted.
Optional color: smoke color mirror, euro grey color mirror, dark grey color mirror, black color mirror etc.

Property of 4mm grey tinted mirror glass
1. It is characterized by pure imaging, high reflection, good color reproduction and the image is bright and
natural.
2. 4mm color coated mirror is not easy to be oxidized both in the center and on the edges, and do well in
resistance to corrosion and humidity, offering long-lasting time when using it.
3. 4mm grey mirror can be made into grey safety mirror by applying a vinyl film on the back of the glass.
4. It’s easy for deep processing, can be cut to any size and any shape, edgeworks including bevel, flat
polished, pencil polished, can be made into beautiful decorative mirror such as oval grey mirror, round
grey mirror, square grey mirror etc.

Usage of 4mm grey color mirror
1. Interior decoration of buildings such as store, gymnasium, bathroom, washroom, bedroom, dancing wall,
hotel etc.
2. Furniture like dressing tables and cabinets, etc.

Except 4mm grey mirror glass, what other color of mirror glass you can get from us?
There will be 4mm clear mirror, 4mm bronze mirror, 4mm green mirror, 4mm blue mirror etc.

Why choose SHENZHEN JIMY GLASS to buy grey mirror?
1. Advanced and modern mirror equipment to produce tinted mirror glass with high quality.
2. We offer a number of different choice allowing customers to customize their mirrors exactly to fit
individual requirements. Whatever for color, beveled, or sharp.
3. Our production time takes about 7-10 days after order is confirmed. If your order is urgent, we can help
you to arrange in advance.
4. 20mm thick fresh new plywood with steel belt, suit any kind of unloading, strong and good looking for
reselling.

Picture of good quality 4mm wall decorative grey mirror

http://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Low-price-China-factory-4mm-euro-grey-tinted-float-glass-for-window.html#.WTpQqdN96Uk
http://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Safety-Mirror.htm
http://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/4mm-clear-silver-mirror-4mm-bronze-color-mirror-4mm-black-color-mirror.html#.WToblNN96Uk


Advanced 4mm grey mirror prodcution line



Strong package of 4mm grey color mirror




